Dear the referee 1,

Thank you very much for the suggestion and response through my manuscript. Nevertheless, I want to ask several questions related your comments.

1. Could you highlight your response below? since your answer cannot be found on my manuscript

sara
2022-08-25 19:58:33
--------------------------------------------
i would add some general data to give an overview on the strong environmental change we are living to get the idea why environmental journalism is important. This would require also some data on perception of the public on environmental problem and why climate journalism could help. I think few sentence could be enough.

2. Could you highlight your response below?

sara
2022-08-25 20:00:10
--------------------------------------------
i would also mention something about the fact that environmental journalism is a part of science journalism that have specific dynamics.

Please, I do need your help. I want to revised my manuscript according to your comments. Thank you very much.

Best regards,
Marlinda Irawanti Poernomo